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Indicate how the student demonstrated engagement in tutorials. Check all that apply.
Collaborative Inquiry
 Uses Socratic questioning
 Utilizes resources to
investigate student
presenter’s POC
 Takes focused notes
(Phase 1) or supplements
academic class notes
(Phases 2–3)

Communication
 Communicates clearly, both
verbally and nonverbally
 Listens effectively to decipher
meaning
 Demonstrates command of
academic vocabulary
 Adapts speech to an academic
setting

Closure
 Summarizes key academic
learning points
 Reflects on today’s tutorial
process and identifies next
steps

Topic/Essential Question from Academic Class:

Who was the most influential person in the Industrial Revolution?

Initial Question:
Out of my top four inventors who was the most influential?
Class assignment to use a bracketing system to eliminate inventors
to get down to 1.
Source: ____________________________________________________________________
_____

/

Key Academic Vocabulary and Definition Associated with Topic/Question:
1.

Industrial Revolution – transformation from an agricultural
to an industrial nation, 1760-1840

2.

Modernization – making modern in appearance or behavior

_____ /

What I Know About My Question:
1. J.P. Morgan was everyone’s financier. Nikola Tesla invented most
electrical systems. The Wright Brothers made the first working plane.
James Watt improved the steam engine.
2. We have to look for, not the greatest or coolest invention or
person, but the most _influential to today’s society.

Student Resource

Critical Thinking About Initial Question with Corresponding Steps:
Use these symbols in the Critical Thinking box and on the board to identify the following:
= Need to research  = I’m confident about…
! = A-Ha! moments ? = Point of Confusion
1. Show your thinking about your initial question, and identify your Point of Confusion.

___ /

2. List the general steps that you took leading up to your Point of Confusion.

___ /

•
•

financial advisor

•

used his influence to help
during economic crisis

•

transportation was more efficient
•

•

•
•
•

J. P.
Morgan

Wright
Bros

Nikola
Tesla

James
Watt

sustainable transport
and energy generation

created AC which started
the Industrial Revolution
AC still used in houses,
radios

built first working plane

•

military gained from flight

paved new path for aircraft

improved the steam e ngine
used in factories

• improved safety and
efficiency of transportation

Steps

1) Decided on my top four inventors

2) Put them into graphic organizers to make it easier to decide who
moves on to the next round
3) Listed important inventions and impacts they had

4) Determined that Nikola Tesla and Wright Brothers should move forward
Tutorial Question (from Point of Confusion):
Write an authentic question about your Point of Confusion that is different from your initial question.
Evaluate the two remaining innovators (Tesla and the Wright Brothers)
to determine who is the most influential in today’s society.

___ /

